Laminated mica nanosheets supported ionic liquid membrane for CO2 separation.
Mica has attracted great attention due to its excellent photoelectric property and it is mainly used in the optics and electronics area. High-quality mica nanosheets exfoliated from natural ground mica have been successfully achieved recently. It improves the application potential of mica as well as extending the application field to gas separation as a new two-dimensional (2D) material. Herein, we firstly constructed a mica membrane by regularly stacking mica nanosheets and then immobilized ionic liquid (IL) into its 2D channels to separate CO2 from H2, CH4 and N2. Gas diffusion is changed from Knudsen diffusion in the mica membrane to a solution-diffusion mechanism after inserting IL. The resultant membrane, the mica supported IL membrane (M-SILM), has about 80 GPU for CO2 permeance, and selectivity for CO2/H2, CO2/CH4 and CO2/N2 of 7.7, 28.6 and 87, respectively. It is the first time a mica nanosheet to construct a gas separation membrane has been used. As a cheap raw material with facile treating, mica shows promising potential for gas separation and competitiveness among 2D material supported IL membranes.